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Introduction {#sec004}
============

Friedreich ataxia (FRDA) is the most common inherited ataxia and it is characterized clinically by sensory ataxia, cardiomyopathy, and a predisposition to diabetes \[[@pone.0138437.ref001]\]. The disease is progressive, and there is currently no effective therapy to slow the deterioration. FRDA is inherited as an autosomal recessive condition, and the vast majority of patients are homozygous for an abnormally expanded GAA triplet-repeat (GAA-TR) sequence in intron 1 of the *FXN* gene \[[@pone.0138437.ref002]\]. Non-FRDA alleles contain \<30 triplets, while disease-causing expanded alleles typically contain 100--1300 triplets. Cells and tissues from patients who are homozygous for the expanded GAA-TR sequence have a severe deficiency of *FXN* transcript \[[@pone.0138437.ref003]\]. This produces a deficiency of frataxin, a mitochondrial protein that plays an important role in Fe-S cluster biogenesis \[[@pone.0138437.ref004],[@pone.0138437.ref005]\], ultimately leading to pathological changes in susceptible tissues such as dorsal root ganglia, myocardium, and the cerebellar dentate nucleus \[[@pone.0138437.ref006]\]. A precise delineation of the mechanism(s) by which the expanded GAA-TR sequence results in transcriptional deficiency will be crucial for the development of rationally designed therapies for FRDA.

The expanded GAA-TR sequence is thought to lead to deficiency of *FXN* transcript by more than one molecular mechanism. Abnormal secondary DNA structures and repeat-proximal heterochromatin, both mediated by the expanded GAA-TR sequence, result in impedance of transcriptional elongation through intron 1 of the *FXN* gene \[[@pone.0138437.ref003],[@pone.0138437.ref007]--[@pone.0138437.ref009]\]. However, the predominant mechanism of transcriptional deficiency in FRDA seems to be via epigenetic silencing of the *FXN* gene promoter \[[@pone.0138437.ref009],[@pone.0138437.ref010]\]. This mechanism of silencing is reliant on the spread of repressive chromatin from the expanded GAA-TR sequence in intron 1 \[[@pone.0138437.ref009],[@pone.0138437.ref010],[@pone.0138437.ref011]--[@pone.0138437.ref013]\], which is a known source of heterochromatin \[[@pone.0138437.ref014]\]. This spread encompasses the *FXN* promoter, renders it transcriptionally non-permissive, and thereby causes a severe deficiency of transcriptional initiation \[[@pone.0138437.ref010]\]. Indeed, the length of the expanded GAA-TR sequence correlates well with the severity of *FXN* promoter silencing \[[@pone.0138437.ref015]\], further substantiating the etiological relationship between epigenetic silencing of the *FXN* promoter and the expanded GAA-TR mutation in intron 1. This mechanism of gene silencing, while compelling, has so far only been demonstrated in patient-derived lymphoblastoid cells \[[@pone.0138437.ref010], [@pone.0138437.ref015]\]. It remains unknown if repeat-mediated epigenetic promoter silencing is an important underlying mechanism for *FXN* transcriptional deficiency in multiple cell types and tissues, and thus its pathophysiological significance in FRDA remains unclear.

The YG8sR humanized mouse model of FRDA, which contains the entire human *FXN* gene with an expanded GAA-TR mutation in a murine *Fxn* ^-/-^ background, is known to mimic the transcriptional deficiency seen in FRDA patients \[[@pone.0138437.ref016]\]. Admittedly, the YG8sR mouse has a mild, variable and very late-onset phenotype. However, the deficiency of *FXN* transcript is clearly seen across multiple tissues, making it an adequate model to study the mechanism of *FXN* transcriptional deficiency in the context of the human *FXN* gene. Indeed, the mild and late-onset phenotype in the YG8sR mouse has the advantage that tissues isolated from young YG8sR mice would allow analysis prior to the onset of disease-associated pathology and thus "affected" cell types would likely be well represented in the tissue samples. The Y47R mouse \[[@pone.0138437.ref016]\], which has the same genomic makeup as YG8sR except that it lacks the expanded GAA-TR mutation and does not exhibit any FRDA-related phenotype, serves as a useful "non-FRDA" control.

We provide evidence that deficient transcriptional initiation accounts for the transcriptional deficiency in the YG8sR mouse model of FRDA, similar to patient-derived cells. Thus, the mechanism underlying promoter silencing in Friedreich ataxia, originally discovered in patient-derived lymphoblastoid cells, is likely widespread across multiple cell types and tissues.

Materials and Methods {#sec005}
=====================

Mouse tissues and cell lines {#sec006}
----------------------------

YG8sR and Y47R mice were bred, sacrificed and autopsied at 1 and 12 months of age at Brunel University London (U.K.) under humane conditions in accordance with the U.K. Home Office "Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986" and with approval from the Brunel University London Animals Welfare and Ethical Review Board. Frozen tissue samples were sent on dry ice by overnight courier service to the University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center for further analysis. DNA and RNA from tissues and cell lines were extracted using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue kit (Qiagen) and the RNeasy kit (Qiagen), respectively. The length of the GAA-TR sequence was analyzed by PCR amplification using previously described primers \[[@pone.0138437.ref017]\], and by direct sequencing of purified PCR products in both directions. Fibroblast cell lines from YG8sR and Y47R mice, established and characterized as described previously \[[@pone.0138437.ref016]\], were maintained in culture in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and penicillin and streptomycin.

Quantitative measurement of *FXN* transcript {#sec007}
--------------------------------------------

This was done by reverse transcription followed by quantitative polymerase chain reaction (quantitative RT-PCR), using protocols and primer sequences as previously described \[[@pone.0138437.ref010]\]. Briefly, reverse transcription was performed either with a mixture of random hexamers and oligo dT primers (for the Exon 3--4 amplicon; "Ex3-Ex4") or with a strand-specific RT primer (for the Exon 1 amplicon; "Ex1") using the QuantiTect^®^ reverse transcription kit (Qiagen). Transcript levels were quantified by real-time PCR and normalized relative to expression of the control *Tbp* gene (forward primer: 5'-CCTTGTACCCTTCACCAATGAC-3', reverse primer: 5'-ACAGCCAAGATTCACGGTAGA-3') for experiments using fibroblasts, and normalized relative to the geometric mean of the control genes *Psmd4* (forward primer: 5'-TGGAGAGCACTATGGTTTGTGT-3'; reverse primer: 5'-ACGTTATTCTCAGGGTTGCTTC-3') and *Eef2* (forward primer: 5'-TGTCAGTCATCGCCCATGTG-3'; reverse primer: 5'-CATCCTTGCGAGTGTCAGTGA-3') \[[@pone.0138437.ref018]\] for mouse tissues, using the ΔΔCt method on the LightCycler^®^ 96 Real-Time PCR system (Roche Diagnostics Corp) with SsoAdvanced™ Universal SYBR^®^ Green Supermix (BioRad) or *Power* SYBR^®^ Green PCR Master Mix (Life Technologies).

Methylation sensitive---high resolution melting (MS-HRM) assay to test for CpG DNA methylation {#sec008}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The MS-HRM assay \[[@pone.0138437.ref019]\] is based on differential melting of PCR products containing different amounts of C's and T's following bisulfite treatment of DNA that contains differentially methylated CpG sites. DNA is amplified in the presence of a DNA binding saturating fluorescent dye, e.g. ResoLight. As the temperature of the PCR products is raised the DNA begins to melt. In bisulfite treated DNA with high endogenous CpG methylation, the C's that remain unconverted requires a longer time & higher temperature to melt compared with those with lower CpG methylation. Primers for the MS-HRM assay were designed to amplify the bisulfite converted DNA template. Accordingly, primers were designed to amplify a 90 bp region of interest that includes CpG-393, CpG-381 and CpG-358 (forward primer: 5'-CCAAAAAAATAATAAAAAATATTTC-3'; reverse primer: 5'-ATTAGTTATTTTGAAGGGATTTTTTT-3') \[see [Fig 1A](#pone.0138437.g001){ref-type="fig"}\]. Since depurination during bisulfite treatment damages the DNA template, longer than usual annealing and extension times (2 minutes each), and 40 cycles of amplification were performed. Genomic DNA from lymphoblastoid cell lines from three non-FRDA (GM22647, GM22671, GM15851 \[Coriell Cell Repositories\]) and three FRDA (GM16798, GM16197, GM14518 \[Coriell Cell Repositories\]) individuals homozygous for repeats containing \>400 repeats, and genomic DNA from mouse-derived fibroblasts and multiple tissues from 1-month-old and 12-month old Y47R and YG8sR mice were analyzed. Purified DNA was sonicated using the EpiShear™ sonicator (Active Motif) to an average size of \~1000 bp and treated with bisulfite at 50°C for at least 5 hours using the Bisulfite Converstion Kit (Active Motif) according to the manufacturer's protocol. MS-HRM PCR was performed using 10 ng of bisulfite treated DNA with AmpliTaq Gold^®^ DNA polymerase (Life Technologies) supplemented with 1x LightCycler^®^ 480 ResoLight dye (Roche Diagnostics Corp). Reference templates, to simulate 100% and 0% CpG methylation at the three sites, were generated by PCR using the same primers but starting with single-stranded long synthetic oligonucleotides either containing all three CpG sites intact (100% methylated) or all three CpG sites converted to TpG (0% methylated). Differential DNA melting was monitored by generating normalized melting curves on the LightCycler^®^ 96 Real-Time PCR system (Roche Diagnostics Corp) by measuring fluorescence 15 times per°C change between 65°C and 97°C, using algorithms supplied by the manufacturer.

![*FXN* transcriptional deficiency in the YG8sR mouse extends both upstream and downstream of the expanded GAA-TR mutation.\
**(A)** Relevant portions of the *FXN* gene are depicted schematically, with the GAA-TR mutation in intron 1, the *FXN* transcriptional start site (arrow) at position -59 relative to the initiation codon ("A" in ATG as +1), the three CpG sites in intron 1 used for DNA methylation analysis (relative to the first "G" in the GAA-TR sequence). Quantitative RT-PCR was performed to measure *FXN* transcript both upstream (Ex1; immediately downstream of the transcriptional start site) and downstream (Ex3-Ex4) of the GAA-TR mutation. Amplicons used for measuring the length of the GAA-TR sequence (GAA-PCR) and for methylation sensitive---high resolution melting (MS-HRM) are also depicted. Solid lines above the gene depict the shorter predicted *FXN* transcripts caused by defects in transcriptional elongation through the expanded GAA-TR mutation and by deficient transcriptional initiation due to *FXN* promoter silencing. Deficiency of transcript at both upstream and downstream locations would suggest a defect in transcriptional initiation, and deficiency of only Ex3-Ex4 would suggest a defect in transcriptional elongation. **(B)** PCR analysis to measure the length of the GAA-TR sequence in intron 1 of the *FXN* gene in various tissues from Y47R and YG8sR mice (for each tissue, the paired samples depict Y47R and YG8sR in the left and right lanes, respectively). The precise length of the GAA-9 product from Y47R fibroblasts and the GAA-133 product from YG8sR fibroblasts were determined by direct sequencing, which also showed that the repeat tract was pure (i.e., absence of non-GAA repeat sequence). **(C, D)** Quantitative RT-PCR showing deficiency of *FXN* transcript in 1-month-old YG8sR mouse tissues compared to Y47R, both upstream (Ex1) and downstream (Ex3-Ex4) of the expanded GAA-TR sequence. **(E)** Quantitative RT-PCR showing deficiency of *FXN* transcript in fibroblasts from YG8sR compared to Y47R, both upstream (Ex1) and downstream (Ex3-Ex4) of the expanded GAA-TR sequence. **(F, G)** Quantitative RT-PCR showing deficiency of *FXN* transcript in 12-month-old YG8sR mouse tissues compared to Y47R, both upstream (Ex1) and downstream (Ex3-Ex4) of the expanded GAA-TR sequence. CBR = cerebrum; CBL = cerebellum; DRG = dorsal root ganglia; SkM = skeletal muscle. Data shown in panels C through G represent three complete experiments using tissues isolated from two YG8sR and two Y47R individuals. Error bars represent +/-SEM. \*\* = *p*\<0.01, \*\*\* = *p*\<0.001.](pone.0138437.g001){#pone.0138437.g001}

Quantitative measurement of *FXN* promoter activity {#sec009}
---------------------------------------------------

This was done by metabolic labeling of nascent RNA using the Click-iT^®^ Nascent RNA Capture Kit (Life Technologies) as previously described \[[@pone.0138437.ref010]\]. Briefly, fibroblast cell lines were incubated with 5-ethynyl uridine. Following 1, 2 and 4 hours of incubation, RNA was extracted and used for biotinylation by Click reaction. Biotinylated RNA bound to streptavidin beads was reverse transcribed using the SuperScript^®^ VILO™ cDNA synthesis kit (Life Technologies). Nascent transcript levels were quantified by real-time PCR relative to expression of the control *Tbp* gene from total biotinylated RNA using the ΔΔCt method on the LightCycler^®^ 96 Real-Time PCR system (Roche Diagnostics Corp) with SsoAdvanced™ Universal SYBR^®^ Green Supermix (BioRad) or *Power* SYBR^®^ Green PCR Master Mix (Life Technologies).

Results {#sec010}
=======

*FXN* transcriptional deficiency in the YG8sR mouse extends upstream and downstream of the expanded GAA-TR mutation {#sec011}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Multiple tissues (cerebrum, cerebellum, dorsal root ganglia \[DRG\], heart, and skeletal muscle) and fibroblast cell lines derived from YG8sR and Y47R mice were selected for analysis of *FXN* transcript levels both upstream and downstream of the expanded GAA-TR mutation in order to differentiate between defects in transcriptional initiation and transcriptional elongation through the expanded repeat. Deficiency of transcript at both locations would suggest a defect in transcriptional initiation, but deficiency at only the downstream location would suggest a defect in transcriptional elongation ([Fig 1A](#pone.0138437.g001){ref-type="fig"}). The tissues and cell lines were selected to represent various characteristics, including those that are known to be affected versus unaffected in FRDA, neuronal versus non-neuronal and proliferative versus post-mitotic. All tissues and cell lines from the transgenic mouse lines contained a single GAA-TR length; Y47R tissues and fibroblasts contained 9 triplets, YG8sR tissues contained \~200 triplets, and YG8sR fibroblasts contained 133 GAA triplets (the latter was confirmed by sequencing to be a pure GAA triplet-repeat \[[@pone.0138437.ref016]\]; [Fig 1B](#pone.0138437.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

For the upstream location, quantitative RT-PCR was performed in the immediate vicinity of the transcription start site of the *FXN* gene ("Ex1"), and the spliced product of exons 3 & 4 ("Ex3-Ex4") was selected as the downstream location ([Fig 1A](#pone.0138437.g001){ref-type="fig"}). We found significant deficiency of *FXN* transcript in YG8sR compared with Y47R at both the upstream and downstream locations in all tissues and cell lines tested ([Fig 1C--1G](#pone.0138437.g001){ref-type="fig"}), supporting the existence of a defect in transcriptional initiation, as was previously noted in FRDA patient-derived lymphoblastoid cell lines \[[@pone.0138437.ref010],[@pone.0138437.ref015]\]. We initially focused our analysis on 1-month-old mouse tissues (as shown in [Fig 1C and 1D](#pone.0138437.g001){ref-type="fig"}) in order to preempt any phenotypic manifestations in the YG8sR mouse and thus potentially representing all cell types including those that would be lost due to late-onset FRDA-associated pathology. However, we subsequently observed a similar deficiency in steady-state *FXN* transcript levels in 12-month-old YG8sR mouse tissues ([Fig 1F and 1G](#pone.0138437.g001){ref-type="fig"}) as we had seen in 1-month-old mouse tissues, suggesting that the mechanism of transcriptional deficiency persists throughout life. Overall, these data suggest that transcriptional deficiency in the YG8sR mouse model likely stems from deficient transcriptional initiation.

Increased DNA methylation at the *FXN* locus in the YG8sR mouse {#sec012}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Among the FRDA-specific epigenetic changes at the *FXN* locus that are associated with the expanded GAA-TR mutation is increased DNA methylation at CpG sites in the vicinity of the repeat in intron 1. The level of DNA methylation at CpG-393, CpG-381 and CpG-358 (numbering refers to the nucleotide position of the "C" with respect to the first "G" in the GAA-TR sequence; see [Fig 1A](#pone.0138437.g001){ref-type="fig"}) is known to be increased in FRDA patients who are homozygous for the expanded GAA-TR mutation \[[@pone.0138437.ref020]--[@pone.0138437.ref022]\]. Indeed, methylation at CpG-381 is known to correlate with repeat length and age of disease onset \[[@pone.0138437.ref021]\], and methylation at CpG-358 correlates with *FXN* transcript levels, age of onset and the FARS clinical rating scale \[[@pone.0138437.ref022]\]. Given the correlation of CpG methylation at these sites with phenotypically-relevant features in FRDA, we investigated if YG8sR tissues and fibroblasts also showed increased CpG methylation at these sites, indicative of relevant expression-related epigenetic changes at the *FXN* locus despite the relatively short expanded GAA-TR mutation.

A suitable amplicon was designed to span CpG--393, CpG-381, and CpG--358 ([Fig 1A](#pone.0138437.g001){ref-type="fig"}). A semi-quantitative assay involving bisulfite conversion followed by high resolution melting (methylation sensitive-high resolution melting \[MS-HRM\] assay \[[@pone.0138437.ref019]\]) was developed to assess for increased CpG methylation in YG8sR compared to Y47R (see [Materials and Methods](#sec005){ref-type="sec"}). Two positive controls were used to determine the discriminatory capacity of the MS-HRM assay. Firstly, two separate double-stranded reference templates simulating 100% methylation (i.e., C's at the three CpG sites) and 0% methylation (i.e., T's at the three CpG sites) were directly used for HRM analysis (i.e., without bisulfite conversion). This showed a clear separation of melting curves ([Fig 2A](#pone.0138437.g002){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the HRM part of the assay was capable of detecting complete methylation at the three CpG sites. Next, we tested DNA from lymphoblastoid cell lines of FRDA patients homozygous for long GAA-TR mutations (i.e., with both expanded alleles containing \>400 triplets), which are known to have increased CpG methylation compared to non-FRDA controls. This also showed a clear separation of the high resolution melting curves due to increased DNA methylation in FRDA versus non-FRDA cell lines, indicating that the MS-HRM assay was capable of detecting even relative increases in methylation at the three CpG sites contained within the amplicon ([Fig 2B](#pone.0138437.g002){ref-type="fig"}). The MS-HRM assay was then used to test multiple tissues from 1-month-old YG8sR and Y47R mice, and fibroblast cell lines from both mouse lines, which showed evidence of increased CpG methylation involving the three CpG sites in YG8sR ([Fig 2C--2H](#pone.0138437.g002){ref-type="fig"}). The MS-HRM assay also revealed a similar increase in DNA methylation in multiple tissues from two additional 1-month-old YG8sR and Y47R individuals ([S1](#pone.0138437.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#pone.0138437.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs), and two 12-month-old YG8sR and Y47R individuals ([Fig 3](#pone.0138437.g003){ref-type="fig"} and [S3 Fig](#pone.0138437.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting that this epigenetic change persists throughout life. It should be noted that while this assay simultaneously measures DNA methylation at the three CpG sites in a large number of cells (as opposed to typical assays that involve sequencing of a limited number of cloned templates), it lacks the ability to detect relative methylation levels at the three individual CpG sites contained within the amplicon. These data indicate there are repressive epigenetic changes in the form of increased DNA methylation at phenotypically-relevant CpG sites located upstream of the expanded GAA-TR in intron 1 in multiple tissues and fibroblasts from YG8sR versus Y47R.

![Increased DNA methylation at the *FXN* locus in the 1-month-old YG8sR mouse.\
**(A)** Normalized melting curves in a high resolution melting (HRM) assay of two reference double-stranded templates simulating 100% (red curve) and 0% (blue curve) DNA methylation at three CpG sites upstream of the GAA-TR mutation (see [Fig 1A](#pone.0138437.g001){ref-type="fig"}) showing a clear separation of the curves indicating that the HRM assay is able to detect methylation at the three CpG sites. **(B)** Normalized melting curves in a methylation sensitive---high resolution melting (MS-HRM) assay to detect CpG methylation in lymphoblastoid cell lines from three FRDA (red curve) and three non-FRDA control subjects (blue curve) at the three CpG sites upstream of the GAA-TR mutation (see [Fig 1A](#pone.0138437.g001){ref-type="fig"}) showing a clear separation of the curves indicating that the MS-HRM assay is able to detect a relative increase in methylation at the three CpG sites. **(C-H)** Normalized melting curves in a MS-HRM assay to detect CpG methylation in fibroblast cell lines and multiple tissues from 1-month-old YG8sR (red curves) and Y47R (blue curves) mice at the three CpG sites upstream of the GAA-TR mutation (see [Fig 1A](#pone.0138437.g001){ref-type="fig"}) showing a clear separation of the curves indicating a relative increase in methylation at the three CpG sites in YG8sR tissues and fibroblasts. For all HRM curves, X-axis = melting temperature, Y-axis = relative fluorescence, and error bars represent 95% confidence intervals at each of 15 points assayed in triplicate for fluorescence per°C change. LBCLs = lymphoblastoid cell lines; CBR = cerebrum; CBL = cerebellum; DRG = dorsal root ganglia; SkM = skeletal muscle.](pone.0138437.g002){#pone.0138437.g002}

![Increased DNA methylation at the *FXN* locus in the 12-month-old YG8sR mouse.\
**(A)** Normalized melting curves in a high resolution melting (HRM) assay of two reference double-stranded templates simulating 100% (red curve) and 0% (blue curve) DNA methylation at three CpG sites upstream of the GAA-TR mutation (see [Fig 1A](#pone.0138437.g001){ref-type="fig"}) showing a clear separation of the curves indicating that the HRM assay is able to detect methylation at the three CpG sites. **(B-F)** Normalized melting curves in a MS-HRM assay to detect CpG methylation in multiple tissues from 12-month-old YG8sR (red curves) and Y47R (blue curves) mice at the three CpG sites upstream of the GAA-TR mutation (see [Fig 1A](#pone.0138437.g001){ref-type="fig"}) showing a clear separation of the curves indicating a relative increase in methylation at the three CpG sites in YG8sR tissues. For all HRM curves, X-axis = melting temperature, Y-axis = relative fluorescence, and error bars represent 95% confidence intervals at each of 15 points assayed in triplicate for fluorescence per°C change. CBR = cerebrum; CBL = cerebellum; DRG = dorsal root ganglia; SkM = skeletal muscle.](pone.0138437.g003){#pone.0138437.g003}

Deficiency of *FXN* transcriptional initiation in the YG8sR mouse {#sec013}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

The combination of repressive epigenetic changes and transcriptional deficiency extending upstream of the expanded GAA-TR mutation in tissues and fibroblasts from the YG8sR mouse model suggested that there was a deficiency of transcriptional initiation similar to the epigenetic promoter silencing in lymphoblastoid cells from FRDA patients \[[@pone.0138437.ref010],[@pone.0138437.ref015]\]. To directly test if the *FXN* promoter is rendered less active in YG8sR, *FXN* transcriptional initiation was measured via metabolic labeling of nascent transcripts in fibroblast cell lines derived from YG8sR and Y47R mice. Nascent transcripts were labeled with ethynyl uridine, to which biotin was subsequently added via click chemistry, thus permitting a quantitative, dynamic, *in vivo* analysis of newly synthesized *FXN* transcript. Quantitative RT-PCR was performed to measure *FXN* transcript levels both upstream ("Ex1" which maps immediately downstream of the *FXN* transcription start site \[*FXN*-TSS; [Fig 1A](#pone.0138437.g001){ref-type="fig"}\]) and downstream ("Ex3-Ex4" \[[Fig 1A](#pone.0138437.g001){ref-type="fig"}\]) of the expanded GAA-TR mutation following 1, 2, and 4 hours of labeling. This revealed a significant, 2.0 to 3.4-fold deficiency of newly synthesized *FXN* transcript in YG8sR at both locations ([Fig 4A & 4B](#pone.0138437.g004){ref-type="fig"}). The deficiency of dynamic accumulation of *FXN* transcript levels observed immediately downstream of *FXN*-TSS (and upstream of the expanded GAA-TR mutation) indicates that the YG8sR mouse is deficient in transcriptional initiation. Moreover, the fold-difference in accumulation of *FXN* transcript at the various time points in YG8sR versus Y47R were similar at both the upstream and downstream locations ([Fig 4A & 4B](#pone.0138437.g004){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that deficient transcriptional initiation likely accounts for most of the transcriptional deficiency in the YG8sR mouse. Thus transcriptional deficiency in the YG8sR mouse model is largely due to *FXN* promoter silencing, which leads to deficiency of transcriptional initiation, similar to lymphoblastoid cell lines from FRDA patients.

![Metabolic labeling of nascent *FXN* transcript in primary fibroblasts showing deficiency of transcriptional initiation in the YG8sR mouse.\
**(A, B)** Quantitative RT-PCR of metabolically labeled nascent transcript for the indicated incubation times (1, 2 and 4 hours) is shown for *FXN* mRNA upstream ("Ex1" in [Fig 1A](#pone.0138437.g001){ref-type="fig"}) and downstream ("Ex3-Ex4" in [Fig 1A](#pone.0138437.g001){ref-type="fig"}) of the GAA-TR sequence in intron 1. YG8sR cells showed 2.0--3.4 fold less nascent *FXN* transcript (exact fold changes are indicated) compared with Y47R cells at all the time points assayed. Graphs represent cumulative data from four independent metabolic labeling experiments. Error bars represent +/-SEM. \* = *p*\<0.05; \*\* = *p*\<0.01, \*\*\* = *p*\<0.001.](pone.0138437.g004){#pone.0138437.g004}

Discussion {#sec014}
==========

Our results indicate that *FXN* transcriptional deficiency in the YG8sR humanized mouse model of FRDA is caused by deficient transcriptional initiation as a result of promoter silencing. While this mechanism has previously been noted in patient-derived lymphoblastoid cell lines \[[@pone.0138437.ref010],[@pone.0138437.ref015]\], our present data provide supportive evidence for the existence of this mechanism of transcriptional deficiency in fibroblasts and in multiple tissues. Our data also suggest that the mechanism underlying *FXN* transcriptional deficiency in FRDA is unlikely to be tissue-specific.

It is noteworthy that tissues from the YG8sR mouse have a GAA-TR length of \~200 triplets and the fibroblast cell line contains only 133 triplets \[[@pone.0138437.ref016]\]. In FRDA patients, these shorter than average repeat lengths would be expected to result in a later age of onset \[[@pone.0138437.ref023]\] and a slowly progressive clinical phenotype \[[@pone.0138437.ref024],[@pone.0138437.ref025]\]. It is therefore not surprising that the YG8sR mouse has a phenotype that is mild, variable, and of late onset \[[@pone.0138437.ref016]\]. Indeed, the 2- to 3-fold reduction in promoter activity in the YG8sR mouse is comparable to the magnitude of deficiency of transcriptional initiation seen in cell lines from FRDA patients who have at least one short GAA-TR allele (containing \<400 GAA triplets) \[[@pone.0138437.ref015]\]. Therefore, a humanized mouse model based on YG8sR but containing \>400 GAA triplets would likely result in more severe promoter silencing and possibly lead to a more discernable FRDA-related phenotype.

Our data indicate that the YG8sR humanized mouse is a reasonable model for investigating the molecular mechanism(s) underlying repeat-mediated promoter silencing in FRDA. The YG8sR mouse model would also be useful for testing drugs that are designed to reverse the transcriptional initiation defect caused by promoter silencing in FRDA, such as the 2-aminobenzamide derived histone deacetylase inhibitors \[[@pone.0138437.ref011],[@pone.0138437.ref026]--[@pone.0138437.ref028]\].
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